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ABSTRACT 
The purpose of this paper is to provide a unified treatment from the geometric 
viewpoint of the following closely related aspects of nonnegative matrices: nonnega- 
tive matrices with nonnegative generalized inverses of various kinds; nonnegative rank 
factorization; regular elements, Green’s relations, and maximal subgroups of the 
semigroups of nonnegative matrices, stochastic matrices, column stochastic matrices, 
and doubly stochastic matrices. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Whereas a lot of work has been done on nonnegative matrices with 
different kinds of nonnegative generalized inverses and on the algebraic 
structure of various semigroups of nonnegative matrices (see the references at 
the end), only a few treatments of the above topics have been given from the 
geometrical viewpoint (for instance, Flor [19] and Smith [51]). This paper is 
written to support the view that the use of geometrical methods in the study 
of nonnegative matrices can be fruitful and deserves better attention. At least, 
there is the evidence that Flor’s characterization of nonnegative idempotent 
matrices, which has been fundamental to much previous work, was derived 
by a geometrical method. 
The operator-theoretic viewpoint will be exploited. An m X n nonnegative 
matrix is often looked upon as a linear operator which sends the cone R”+ into 
the cone R”, , where R”, denotes the nonnegative orthant of R”. For a 
nonnegative matrix with various kinds of nonnegative generalized inverses, its 
behavior as a linear operator is completely characterized by the results of Tam 
*The author wishes to express his thanks to Professor E. Haynsworth for her helpfill 
conr1rrents. 
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[52]. For instance, if A is an nX n nonnegative matrix with a nonnegative 
group inverse, then A can be realized by: first, a nonnegative projection on 
lm A, the image space of A, and then a nonsingular linear mapping on 11~1 A, 
which is determined by a permutation of the extreme rays of the simplicial 
cone lm A f’R’\ . (A cone is sinqdiciul iff it is generated by linearly indepen- 
dent vectors.) This observation enables us to provide, in Section 3 among 
others, geometrical proofs of the known characterizations of maximal sub- 
groups of nonnegative matrices, stochastic matrices, and column stochastic 
matrices (Flor 1191, Plemmons [39], Schwarz [47], Wall [56]). 
In the study of generalized inverses of nonnegative matrices, the nomlega- 
tive rank factorization has been a useful tool to many previous research 
workers. Although this tool does not play an important role in our approach, it 
does have some connection. In Section 4 two equivalent conditions for an 
71~ X n nonnegative matrix A of rank r to have a nonnegative rank factorization 
are given. One condition is that there exists a simplicial cone K such that 
AR’: c K ~Irn A f’R’t The condition has appeared, in a slightly different 
form, in a recent paper of Campbell and Poole [14]. The other condition, 
which is fairly obvious but is important, says that A can be represented as a 
sum of r nonnegative rankcme matrices. In fact. each such representation of A 
corresponds to a nonrlegative rank factorization of A (which is unique in 
certain sense), and vice versa. From this condition and the results of Tam [52] 
we obtain Theorem 4.2, which is fundamental to our treatment of the various 
topics concerning nomlegative matrices with nonnegative (1 tinverses. 
In Section 5 we give several equivalent conditions for an tn X n nonnega- 
tive matrix A of rank r to have various kinds of nonnegative generalized 
inverses. One type of conditions is expressed in terms of the extreme vectors 
of the simplicial cones lm A f’ R’;’ and lm A’ n R’\ , which appear in the 
“unique” representation of A as a sun of r nomlegative rank-one matrices (see 
Theorem 4.2). From this type of conditions the various known or partially 
known characterizations of A in matrix block forms are derived. In contrast 
with the usual matrixcomputational methods, our method appears to be 
simpler and more direct. As a by-product of our approach, we also obtain 
results about the geometry of the nonnegative orthant, which are interesting 
by themselves and may be useful elsewhere. (See also our Section 8.) 
Besides the operator-theoretic viewpoint, another useful geometrical idea 
is to consider the polyhedral cone G(A) [or G( A’)] generated by the column 
[or row] vectors of a matrix A. It is easy to see that the matrix equation 
A = RX, where X is a nonnegative matrix, can be interpreted as a statement 
about containment between cones: G( A)cG( B). It follows that for A, 
B EK,, , the semigroup of n X n nonnegative matrices, A (:ti R iff G( A ) = G( B ). 
The Green’s relations on TV,, have been studied before by Hartfiel, Maxson, 
and Plemmons [22]. However, the above simple, yet useful, characterization 
of the (:ri relation and the corresponding characterization of the !_’ relation 
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cannot be found in their paper. Besides the 6X, and L? relations, in Section 6 we 
also provide geometric characterizations of the DD and $ relations of N,,. A 
characterization of the & relation was not given in [22]. 
Using our method, in Section 7 we study the algebraic properties of the 
semigroups of stochastic matrices, column stochastic matrices, and doubly 
stochastic matrices. A geometrical proof of a well-known characterization of 
maximal subgroups of doubly stochastic matrices is given. For S,,, the 
semigroup of nXn stochastic matrices, we characterize its regular elements 
and the CR relation for its regular elements. These topics have been treated 
before by Wall [55] and [56]. Our approach, however, yields more transparent 
results, which contain Wall’s results as special cases. For instance, for any 
A E S,, A is regular in S, iff A is regular in N,, and each column of A is either 
the zero vector or an extreme vector of the cone G(A). Also, for regular 
elements A, B of S,, A% B in S,, iff A’% B in N,. (The corresponding result 
for the l? relation holds trivially without the regularity assumption on A and 
B.) Nevertheless, the characterization of the 9, relation of S, is still an 
unsolved problem. The problem is somehow related to an old (wrong) 
conjecture of Kakutani concerning doubly stochastic matrices. Some related 
results will be given. 
In Section 8, we end with remarks and open questions. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
A nonempty subset K in R” (the vector space of all n-dimensional real 
column vectors) is called a (conuex) cone if K is closed under addition and 
multiplication by nonnegative scalars: K is pointed if K n ( ~ K ) = (0); K is 
solid if int K # 0, or equivalently, K - K = R”. If K is topologically closed 
and satisfies all of the above properties, K is called a proper cone. A nonempty 
subset F of a closed, pointed cone K is called a face of K, denoted by FA K, if 
F is itself a cone and in addition satisfies the following: if x, YE K such that 
x + YE F, then x, yE F. If S C K, then the smallest face of K containing S is 
called the face generated by S and is denoted by Q(S). If S = {x}, we write 
Q(x) for simplicity. If x#O and if @(x)={(Yx: o>O}, then Q(Z) is called an 
extreme ray and x an extreme vector of K. 
For any subset S of R”, the set S*={x~R”:(z,y)~0 for all YES} is 
called the duul of S. [The inner product of R” is the usual one: (z, y)=zry.] 
The dual K* of a proper cone K is also a proper cone known as the dual cone 
of K. 
We shall use the words “matrix” and “linear operator” interchangeably. 
The linear span of a set S will be denoted by span S. If K, is a cone in R” and 
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K, a cone in R”‘, then a linear operator in Hom( R”, R”’ ) which maps K, into 
K, is called a positive operator from K, to K,. The set of all such positive 
operators is denoted by T( K,, K2). For simplicity, we write r( K ) for r( K, K ). 
Obviously, if A is an ~1 X n nonnegative matrix, then A E r( R”, , R’I; ). 
Only real matrices will be considered. Let A be an r71 X n matrix. Consider 
the following matrix equations. 
AXA=A (1) .A S = X (2) 
( AX )“ = AX (3) (SA)r=SA (4) 
AX=XA (5) A’: =.YA”’ (1”) 
Any sohition X of (1) is called a (l)-inverw of A and is usually denoted by A”‘. 
A (I)-inverse which also satisfies (2) is called a smiinverw of A. There is 
always a mlique solution to Equations (1) (2) (3) and (4). It is called the 
Moore-Penrow inverse of A and is denoted by A ’ The group invmw of A, if it 
exists, is the urlique matrix A” which satisfies (I), (2) and (5). (Then A is a 
square matrix.) It can be shown that A* exists iff A is contained in a group of 
matrices. Furthermore, the inverse of A in any such group is always A*. When 
A is a square matrix, there is a unique sohition to Equations (2) (5) and (1” ). 
where k is the index of A, i.e. the smallest positive integer k such that 
rank A’. =rank A”-‘. The sohltion is called the Bazin psrudoinverse of A and 
is denoted by A”“. For the geometrical properties of these generalized 
inverses, we refer the readers to Section 2 of the author’s previous paper [52]. 
In that paper the author has obtained characterizations of linear operators in 
r( K,, K2) which have various kinds of generalized inverses in a( K,, K, ), as 
well as some resillts on nonnegative idempotent matrices. For convenience, 
we collect these results below. Hereafter in this section, K, (or K ) is a proper 
cone of R”, and K, a proper cone of R”‘. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let A Er( K,, R,). A nwessary and sufficient condition 
for the existenw of an A”’ in T( K,, K, ) is: there exists a subspaw H of R” 
such that span(HnK,)=H, A takm Hn K, on’-to-one onto Im iinK,, c~ntl 
there is a projection in T( I<,) with the .YUIW image spacr as A. \%7hrw this 
condition is satisfied, there is ulso a projection P in T( K I ) with image ,spacc H 
such that A =AP. 
THEOREM 2.2. Let A ET( K ). The group inverse A” of A exists and 
belongs to T( K ) iff A(Im A f’ K ) = Im A n K. 
THEOREM 2.3. Let A E T( K ). 7%~ Drazin pseudoinrmc A(“’ of A Mongs 
to m( K ) iff A( Im A’ f’ K ) = Im A’: n K, whew k is the index of A. 
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THEOREM 2.4. Let AET(K,, K,). The Moore-Penrose inverse A+ of A 
belongs to sr( K,, K, ) iff the orthogonal projection of R” on Im AC belongs to 
a(K1), the orthogonal projection of R”’ on Im A belongs to a(K,), and A 
takes the cone Im At 17 K, one-to-one onto the cone Im A n K,. 
PROPOSITION 2.5. Let H be a subs-pace of R” such that span( H f’R”+) = H. 
There exists a nonnegative idempotent matrix with image space H iff H f’R’1, 
is a simplicial cone. 
PROPOSITION 2.6. An nXn nonnegative matrix of rank r is idempotent 
iff it is expressible as xlyr+ . . . +x,yrT where x,, yi ER’: and y,Txi =Sii. 
The lemma below can be established by Lemma 4.3 of our previous paper 
[52], but we shall supply a more direct and constructive proof. 
LEMMA 2.7. Let A be an m X n real matrix. Suppose that the cone AR’: 
is contained in a simplicial cone with extreme vectors x1,.. . x,. Then there 
existuniquevectorsy,,...,y,ER”, suchthatA=x,y:‘+...+x,yf‘. 
Proof. Denote by a, the ith column vector of A. Then there exist unique 
nonnegative scalars h,i such that ai =hilxl + . . +Xirxr, whence 
A=[al,...,an] 
=qy:‘+ . . . +x,yT, 
where yi =(hli, Xai,. . . , X,,i)T ER’?+. The uniqueness of the scalars X ri 
guarantees the uniqueness of the vectors Y,. n 
From the operator-theoretic viewpoint, the behavior of a nonnegative 
matrix with various kinds of nonnegative generalized inverses is understood 
well from the above results. For instance, let A be an mXn nonnegative 
matrix of rank r which has a nonnegative (1)inverse. According to Theorem 
2.1, there exists an r-dimensional subspace H of R” such that A takes the cone 
H n R”, isomorphically onto the cone Im A f’ RT . This necessarily implies 
that AR”, = Im A n R"; . Furthermore, since there exists a nonnegative 
idempotent matrix with the same image space as A, by Proposition 2.5 the 
cone Im A n R”: is simplicial. Clearly AT also has a nonnegative (l)-inverse, 
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and likewise Im AT f’ R”, is a simplicial cone. However, the fact that both 
Im A n R’T and Im A’ n R’\ are simplicial cones does not imply the existence 
of a nonnegative (1)-inverse of A. For instance, let 
1 
A=2 I 
2 0 
0 IO. I 0 0 
Then A is a symmetric nonnegative matrix of rank 2. Im A n R.< = Im A“ n R”, 
is the simplicial cone generated by the vectors (l,O, 0)’ and (0, l,O)r. But A 
has no nonnegative (l)-inverse, because ARC # Im A n R?+ . Nevertheless, we 
have the following. 
PROPOSITION 2.8. Let A he un mXn nonnegative matrix such that 
AR’k=ImAnR”:. Then the following are equivalent: 
(i) A has a nonnegative (1)-inverse. 
(ii) AR”+ is a simplicial cone. 
(iii) ATR”i is a simplicial cone. 
Proof. (i)‘(ii): From the above discussion, AR’; =Im An R”J and the 
cone AR”, is simplicial. 
(ii)=,(i): Let rank A=r. Being generated by the column vectors of A, the 
cone AR; is obviously of dimension T. (By the dimension of a cone, we mean 
the dimension of its linear span.) Denote by a i the i th column of A, and by ei 
the vector in R” with 1 in the i th position and 0 elsewhere. Let u I I,. . . , u ,, be 
the extreme vectors of the simplicial cone AR’!+. As Ae,k =a ,I, 1 <k< r, A 
maps span{e,,,..., e,,) r\R’!+ one-to-one onto AR”, , which is Im A nR”: . 
Hence, by Theorem 2.1, A has a nonnegative (1 )-inverse. 
By Proposition 5.1 of Tam [52], the given assumption AR”, =Im A nR’: 
implies that A’R? = cl ATR’; = Im AT n R”:. The equivalence of (i) and (iii) 
now follows from the “dual” statement of (i)=(ii), as A has a nonnegative 
(1 )-inverse iff AT has. n 
The following well-known characterization of nonnegative idempotent 
matrices was first proved by Flor [19] from the operator-theoretic viewpoint. 
The result has been fundamental to the matrix-computational methods. Here 
we give an alternative proof using Proposition 2.6. 
‘I q3ea ~03 ‘alaqM 
o] =J%) 
o] =,(!“d) 
‘(1 atuos 103 o# +fi inq t 11x2 103 o= Y!Y :ly3~} =,M 
‘*>I31 ‘{()# “Ii put? O# Y!X :iyT3v} = lJy 
Ia1 put? ‘{u ‘““z‘~} 
=N Ia7 .“fi 1oqu1.4~ aql “03 ploy sSurueaw .y!uus .!x 30 luauodwo.> 
yQ aqi !‘x icq aaouaa ‘i= ? 33! suoyllsod uou~tuoo auras IF! sayua oJazuou am?y 
‘li pm ‘I .$wal3 .!!g= !x,‘h pus Ug 30 slopaA aA@auuou au2 ‘A pm !x a.IayM 
‘ %“x+ . . . + p’x .I. 
SE passaldxa aq uw YJ ‘9-z uorlrsodold k-8 :pJed ,,3! iiluo,, 
.uo!lt?n!3uaA ~.I~M.Io~@~w~s :vr?d “31, $oo*d 
.aJvnbs a*v pn~oiiknp 
r00 0 01 
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nonnegative vectors not necessarily of the same size. Furthermore, u;‘ui = 
(Py,)T(Px,)=y,rx, =l. Thus 
PAP’= i (P~)(PY,)~ 
1-I 
I ID 0 0 
0 0 
= I 00 C] C]D 0 0 1 ’ 0 0 00 
where 
01 01 
u,v),? u,d; 
0 0 0 0 
i=l 
0 0 0 0 
is a direct sum of positive idempotent matrices of rank one, as ui, v, are 
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n are nonnegative matrices. 
3. SUBGROUPS OF NONNEGATIVE MATRICES 
We now consider subgroups of nonnegative matrices and related results 
from the operator-theoretic viewpoint. To put the situation in better perspec- 
tive, we begin with results about subgroups of a(K) for a proper cone K. It is 
known that the set {A ET(K) : AK = K} is a group, called the automorphism 
group of K, and it is denoted by Aut K. (For reference, see Home [25].) 
THEOREM 3.1. Let P be a projection in r(K). Then the maximal sub 
group of r(K) containing P is isomorphic to the group Aut(Im PnK). 
Proof. For each linear operator X in Aut(Im P f’ K), denote by a( X ) the 
linear operator XP. Clearly Q(X) ET(K). Furthermore, for X, Y EAut(Im PHI 
K), @(XY) =XYP=XPYP [because P is the identity on Im(YP)=Im P] = 
Ca( X)@( Y ). It is also obvious that Q is one-to-one and @(identity on Im P) = P. 
Hence @(Aut(Im PnK)) is a subgroup of a(K) containing P and is isomor- 
phic to Aut(Im Pn K). Let 9 be any subgroup of r(K) containing P, and let 
A Eg. Then Im A = Im P, A# exists and is in fact the inverse of A in 4. Thus 
A*A=P, and so A=AA#A=AP=A]r,“,P. By Theorem 2.2, AlImp E 
Aut(Im Pf’ K). Hence A = @a( A 1 *,,, p) E @(Aut(Im Pn K)). Therefore B c 
@(Aut(Im Pn K)). As 9 is an arbitrary subgroup containing P, @(Aut(Im Pn 
K)) is the maximal subgroup of r(K) containing P. l$e proof is complete. n 
REMARK 3.2. By elementary semigroup theory (see, for instance, Clifford 
and Preston [ 15]), the maximal subgroup of m(K) containing P, mentioned in 
Theorem 3.1, is in fact x,, the 3Gcla.s~ containing P. To keep our proof 
elementary as possible, we have avoided the use of this fact. 
as 
From Theorem 3.1 it is clear that a maximal subgroup of r( R’; ) is 
isomorphic to the group Aut(Im P n R’; ), where P is the identity element of 
the given maximal subgroup. Furthermore, we know Im P n R”, is an r- 
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dimensional simplicial cone, where r-rank P. Just as in the case of the 
nonnegative orthant R’, , the automorphism group of Im PnR”+ is isomor- 
phic to the group of all r X T monomial matrices with positive nonzero entries. 
We have in fact established the following known result (Flor 119, Theorem 11, 
Plemmons [39, Corollary 11). 
COROLLARY 3.3. Eziery muximul group of nonnegutive mcltricc?.s of runk r 
is isomorphic to the complete monomiml group of degree r over the positive 
reals. 
The readers can observe that our above proof of Corollary 3.3 is essentially 
the same as that of Flor [ 191. 
PROPOSITION 3.4. Every hounded subgroup of r(K) for u polyhedral 
cone K is iscnrwrphic to a subgroup of some full symmetric group. 
Proof. Let Li‘ be a bounded subgroup of r( K ), where K is a polyhedral 
cone. By Theorem 3.1, < is isomorphic to some subgroup of Aut(Im Pi7 K ), 
where P is the identity element of !i‘. So, without loss of generality, we assunre 
that 5 taut K. Let @(xi), . , @( xr ) be all the extreme rays of K. If A E G, 
then A induces a unique permutation v,,, on the set {@(x, ), . , @(x,)}. 
Furthermore, the mapping 71: AHQ is a group homomorphism. Let A E Ker 71. 
Then, for each i, 1 G i<r, Ax, =h,x, for some positive scalar h,. Hence 
A’xi =Xizi, t=O, i-1, ~2 ,... Since the set {A’: t is an integer} (~6) is 
bounded, for each i the set {A’\‘, : t is a11 integer} is also bounded. This forces 
h, = 1 for all i, and hence A =I. Therefore, the mapping 7~ is a group 
monomorphism, and 9 is isomorphic to a subgroup of the full symmetric 
group on r letters. n 
The above result is a minor improvement of Barker [l, Theorem 91, which 
in turn is an extension of Brown [ 11, Theorem 21, or Flor [19, Theorem :3]. 
Again the idea of our proof is essentially contained in Flor’s paper. Flor [19] 
also gave a geometric proof of a known result about maximal subgroups of 
(row) stochastic matrices. However, it seems that it is easier to work with 
cohrmn stochastic matrices and then pass the result back to stochastic 
matrices by the transpose map. Recall that a nonnegative matrix is rou 
(respectively, column) stochastic if all of its row (respectively, column) sums 
are equal to 1. As a linear operator, an nX n row stochastic matrix A is 
characterized by AR’!+ CR’; and Ae=e, where e is the vector with all entries 
1; a column stochastic matrix A is characterized by A taking probability 
vectors to probability vectors. Clearly, A is row stochastic iff Ar’ is column 
stochastic. 
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PROPOSITION 3.5 (Flor [19], Schwarz [473, Wall [56]). A maximal sub- 
group of column (or row) stochastic matrix of rank r is isomorphic to S( r ), the 
full symmetric group on r letters. 
Proof. Let 9 be a maximal subgroup of n X n column stochastic matrices 
of rank r, and let E be the group identity. Then Im E nF; is a simplicial 
cone (Proposition 2.5) say, generated by the extreme vectors xi,. . . , x,. These 
vectors may be chosen to be probability vectors. Let A ~3. Then as a linear 
operator A can be realized by, first, the nonnegative projection E, followed by 
an automorphism of the cone Im E c7 R”, (see proof of Theorem 3.1). Being 
column stochastic, A sends probability vectors to probability vectors. So A 
permutes the extreme vectors xi,. . . , x, among themselves, and A induces a 
permutation r* ES(~). Clearly, for A, BE W, rAi,, ~71~ 0 7~s, and if A #B, then 
7r* # rs. Conversely, if u E S,, then u determines an automorphism X of 
Im En R”, which permutes the extreme vectors xi,. . . , x, among themselves. 
Clearly A =XE ET( K ); moreover A sends probability vectors to probability 
vectors and hence is column stochastic. It is not difficult to see that A also 
belongs to the maximal subgroup 9 and “A =u. Hence we have established an 
isomorphism between 9 and S( r ). 
Next, let :x be a maximal subgroup of row stochastic matrices of rank r. 
Then ‘% r = { Ar : A E Ykr }is a maximal subgroup of column stochastic matrices 
of rank r. From the above, we know there exists a group isomorphism from 
x7‘ onto S(r), say Cp. Then it is straightforward to verify that the mapping 
A+-+[ @( AT )] -i is an isomorphism from the group X onto the group S(r). n 
A similar proof of a known characterization of maximal subgroups of 
doubly stochastic matrices will be given in Section 7. We conclude this 
section with a known result concerning stochastic (or column stochastic) 
matrices with nonnegative Drazin pseudoinverses. 
PROPOSITION 3.6 (Jam and Goel [27, Theorem 41). Let A be a column (or 
row) stochastic matrix with a nonnegative Drazin pseudoinverse. Then A(“’ = 
Ak for some positive integer k and is column (or row) stochastic. The 
nilpotent-free part B =A2Acd’ is also column (or row) stochastic, and the 
nilpotent part N is such that the sum of entries in each column (or row) is 
zero. 
Proof. Let A be a column stochastic matrix with A(“) 20, and let 
k=index of A. Then R” =Im Ak@KerAk and Acd) is given by A(‘I)]xerAk =O 
and ~d)lImAk =(All,nAk) -l. By Theorem 2.3, A maps the cone Im Ak fTR”, 
onto itself. Since Im Ak is the image space of the nonnegative idempotent 
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AA(“), by Proposi tron 2.5 Im A” TiR’k is a simplicial cone, say generated by 
the extreme probability vectors xi,. . . , x1. 
Now the restriction linear map A 1 I,,, ,,,A permutes the extreme rays of 
Im A” nR”, ; and as A sends probability vectors to probability vectors, 
necessarily A 1 ,m A~ permutes the vectors xi,. . . , xt among themselves. Let t? be 
the order of the corresponding permutation. Clearly A“ 1 I,,l .,\L is the identity 
map. Choose a positive integer p such that pc>k+ 1. Then Ai” ‘1 1,,, ,,,k = 
(Al Ill1 A” ) ’ and A”“ i] xerAk =O. Hence A(“) =A”, where u =pu- 1 is a 
positive integer. The remaining assertions now follow readily. The row 
stochastic case also follows from the column stochastic case, as (A“)“” = 
(A(“,)’ H 
COROLLARY 3.7 (Jam, Goel, and Kwak [30, Corollary 41). Zfu column (or 
row) stochastic matrix A has u nonnegative group inverse, then its group 
inverse must he a power of A and hence is ulso colum~l (or row) stochastic. 
4. NONNEGATIVE RANK FACTORIZATION 
An mX n nomiegative matrix A of rank r is said to have a nonnegutive 
rank factorization if there exist nonnegative matrices R, C of order m X r, r X n 
such that A = BC. (Then rank B = rank C= r.) The concept has been useful in 
the study of nomregative generalized inverses of nonnegative matrices (see 
Berman and Plemmons [7].) Th omas [54] and Campbell and Poole [14] have 
given equivalent conditions for a nonnegative matrix to have a nomregative 
rank factorization. Below we give two equivalent conditions as well as a 
statement about “uniqueness” for nonnegative rank factorization. It will be 
seen that one of our conditions is essentially the same as that given in 
Campbell and Poole [14]. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let A he un m X n nonnegative mu&ix of rank r (a 1). The 
following are equivalent: 
(i) A has a nonnegative runk factorization. 
(ii) A is expressible as xlyr + . . +xry,l‘ where x, ER’: and y, ER”_ 
(iii) There exists an ( rdmensional) simplicial cone K such that AR”, c K 
CIrn AflR’t. 
Furthermore, when the conditions are satisfied, the representation of A 
given in (ii) is unique up to the order of its sunnnands iff the simplicial cone K 
which satisfies (iii) is unique. 
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Proof (i)a(ii): Let A=BC be a nonnegative rank factorization of A. 
Write 
. (*I 
Then A=x,yF+ . . . +x,yT with xi ER’~ and y, ER”,. 
(ii)=(i):IfA=x,yT+ . ..+~.y,Twithx~~R”;andy,~R”,,thenA=BC, 
where B, C are given by ( * ), is a nonnegative rank factorization of A. 
(ii) =(iii): It is easily seen that the r-dimensional simplicial cone K which 
is generated by the vectors xi,. . . , x, satisfies the requirement of condition 
(iii). 
(iii) -(ii): Since both the cones AR”\ and Im A n R”; are r-dimensional, 
any simplicial cone K which satisfies AR’; c K ~Irn A n R”; is necessarily 
r-dimensional, Let K be one such cone, and let xi,. . . , xr be its extreme 
vectors. Since AR”+ c K, by Lemma 2.7 there exist vectors yi,. . . , y,E R”+ 
such that A = X, y:‘ + . . . + x, y,‘. 
Last part: If there are two different simplicial cones satisfying the 
requirement of condition (iii), then from the proof of (iii)-(ii) we obtain two 
genuinely different representations of A as a sum of r nonnegative rank-one 
matrices. Conversely, assume there exists a unique simplicial cone K, say, 
generated by xi,. . . , x,, that satisfies the requirement of condition (iii). Let 
A=u,vT+ . . +u,v,?‘with U, ER’T, o, ER”,. From the proof of (ii)a(iii), we 
know u i, . . . , u, generates a simplicial cone which satisfies condition (iii); so it 
is in fact the cone K. Hence, without altering the individual summands, 
u,vT+ ... +u,u: can be rewritten as r,yT+ . ..+x.y,?‘ for some yi ER”,. 
But by Lemma 2.7, the vectors yi are uniquely determined. Hence the 
individual summands X, yZr (or ~~0;) are uniquely determined. n 
It might be interesting to make the following two observations. First, from 
the proof of Theorem 4.1, it is clear that there is a close connection between a 
representation of A as a sum of r nonnegative rankone matrices and a 
nonnegative rank factorization of A. From a given representation of A as a 
sum of r nonnegative rank-one matrices, we can construct in a natural way 
different nonnegative rank factorizations of A, which, however, are in some 
sense uniquely determined. For instance, if A = xi y: + . . . +x, yf with xi E 
Ry and yi ER”,, then all the nonnegative rank factorizations of A which 
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arise from this representation of A can be put into the form 
where hi >O and u is a permutation in S(r). This fact (together with Theorem 
4.2) explains readily why if there is one nonnegative rank factorization A = RC 
such that B, C contain monomials of rank r, then all nonnegative rank 
factorizations of A have this property (see Berman and Plemmons [7]). So, in 
some sense, condition (ii) of Theorem 4.1 is even simpler than the original 
definition of nonnegative rank factorization. 
Second, the following is clearly another equivalent condition for A to have 
a nonnegative rank factorization. 
(iii’): There exists a simplicial cone K such that ArR’T cK ~Irn A“ n R’1,. 
However, it seems difficult to prove directly the equivalence of condition 
(iii’) with condition (iii). In contrast, condition (ii) of Theorem 4.1 is more 
“symmetrical,” in the sense that its equivalence with its “dual” condition is 
obvious. This probably also “explains” why condition (ii) will be useful. 
The following result is fundamental to our treatment of generalized 
inverses of nonnegative matrices. 
THEOREM 4.2. Let A be an m X n nonnegative matrix of rank r (a 1). If 
A has a nonnegative (l>inverse, then, except for the order of its summands, A 
can be expressed uniquely as a sum of r nonnegative rank-one matrices: 
A=x,y:‘+ ... +x,Y,~ with x, ERY, y, ER”,; moreover, x1 ,..., x, are ex- 
treme vectors of the rdimensional simplicial cone Im A n R’f , and yl,. . . , y, 
are extreme vectors of the rdimensional simplicial cone Im AT f’R’!+ 
Proof. From the discussion preceeding Proposition 2.8, Im An R”; = 
AR”, and is a simplicial cone. This is certainly the only simplicial cone that 
satisfies condition (iii) of Theorem 4.1. So the representation of A as a sum of 
r rank-one nonnegative matrices is “unique,” say A = xi yr + . . . x, yf. Hence, 
from the proof of Theorem 4.1, necessarily xi,. . . , x, are extreme vectors of 
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Im A n Ry. Furthermore, AT = yix: + . . . + y,xT is the “unique” representa- 
tion of AT as a sum of r nonnegative rank-one matrices, and Ar has a 
nonnegative (IFinverse. So likewise, yi, . . , yz are extreme vectors of Im A“ n 
R’!, . n 
There has been some interest in seeking a general procedure to determine 
the existence of a nonnegative rank factorization and an algorithm to find the 
factorization if it exists. Obviously the problem of finding a nonnegative rank 
factorization for an ‘mX n nonnegative matrix A of rank r is equivalent to 
seeking the nonnegative solutions of a system of mn equations of second 
degree with (m + n) X r unknowns. As such, the general problem seems 
intractable. Theorem 4.1 and its proof direct our attention to the geometrical 
problem of finding a simplicial cone K that satisfies AR’!+ ck: ~11n A n R’y . 
This approach is helpful in special cases, and in constructing examples or 
counterexamples of nonnegative rank factorizations. But it does not help to 
solve the general problem. (We have tried to translate the geometrical 
problem into an algebraic problem, assuming that we already know the 
extreme vectors of the cones AR’; and Im An R’; . Even then we end up 
with the problem of finding the nonnegative solutions of the same type of 
equations. So we are not doing any better.) Recently, Campbell and Poole 
[14] gave an effective algorithm to compute a nonnegative rank factorization 
of A whenever A has a nonnegative (1)inverse. The reader may find it 
interesting to understand the geometrical meaning of their algorithm. Actually 
their algorithm finally leads to a cone C with extreme vectors, say yi, , yl, 
that satisfies the following: A“R’T C: C~1m Ar n R'; , and for if j, @( yi) 
@I)( yi), where cD(yi) denotes the face of R; generated by yt. (Their 
algorithm works with row vectors of A.) Clearly, if the resulting cone C is 
simplicial (i.e. t = r ), then by Theorem 4.1 A has a nonnegative rank factoriza- 
tion. This certainly covers the most interesting case when A has a nomregative 
(l)-inverse. However, then we might dispense with their algorithm. For in this 
case A contains an rXr monomial submatrix (see Corollary 5.3) and the 
corresponding columns of A are just the extreme vectors of the simplicial cone 
AR”+ ; hence, it is easy to find a nonnegative rank factorization of A (recall the 
proof of Lemma 2.7). 
EXAMPLE 4.3. Let 
1 0 1 1 
A=0 IO 1 I 1 10 0 1’ 0 1 1 1 
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It can be shown that Im A nR‘!+ is the polyhedral cone with extreme vectors 
x,~(1,0,1,O)T,~~~(0,1,0,1)T,~~~(1,0,0,1)T,andx,=(0,1,1,0)1‘;AR~ is 
the simplicial cone generated by the vectors xi, x2, x3, and is in fact the only 
simphcial cone K that satisfies AR‘!+ GK &Im A nR4, . (The reader can easily 
verify the last assertion with the help of a picture.) So by Theorem 4.1, A can 
be expressed as a sum of three nonnegative rank-one matrices in essentially 
one way, namely, 
A=[#1 0 0 l,+[ $0 
Also 
1 0 11-t 1 [o 0 1 01. 
is a nonnegative rank factorization of A. However, A has no nonnegative 
(l)-inverse, as AR‘!+ # Im A n R4+. Hence nonnegative matrices with nonnega- 
tive (l>inverse are not characterized by the property of being expressible 
“uniquely” as a sum of r nonnegative rank-one matrices, where r is the rank of 
the given matrix (cf. Theorem 4.2). 
5. NONNEGATIVE GENERALIZED INVERSES 
We now consider the problem of characterizing nonnegative matrices 
with various kinds of nonnegative generalized inverses. For a nomiegative 
matrix A of rank r with a nonnegative (l)inverse, we shall distinguish the 
various kinds of nonnegative generalized inverses A might have by char- 
acterizing the corresponding families of vectors x1,. . . , x, and yi, . . . , yr which 
appear in the “unique” representation of A as a sum of r nonnegative 
rank-one matrices (see Theorem 4.2). Various kinds of characterization of A in 
matrix block forms will then follow readily. 
LEMMA 5.1. Let x1,. . . , x, ER'!+ . The following me equivalent: 
(i) The vectors x1,.. ., x, are extreme vectors of the rdimensionul simpli- 
cial cone span{x,, . . . , xr} nR”+ , 
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(ii) Denote by xii the ith component of the vector xi. For each i, there 
exists ki such that xik, 50 but xik, =O for j#i. 
(iii) There exists a permutation matrix P such that the vectors Px,, . . . , Px, 
are partitioned confonnally: 
Ul 
0 
Px,= : 
0 
01 
,...1 
Px, = 
0 
ui 
>...1 
6 
‘i 
Px, = 
0 
b 
UT 
0, 
where u Ir.. . , u, are positive vectors, possibly of different size, and vl,, . . , v, 
are nonnegative vectors and may not appear. 
(iv) There exist vectors yl,. . . , y,~ R”, such that xTyi = aii. 
Proof. (ii)*(iii) and (ii)=, are fairly obvious. 
(iv)*(i): Suppose that yi,..., y, are vectors in R’!+ satisfying xryi =6,,. 
Then P= xlyF + . . . +x, yT is a nonnegative idempotent matrix of rank r with 
image space span{x,, . . . , x,}, and by Theorem 4.2, xi,. . . , x, are the extreme 
vectors of the r-dimensional simplicial cone Im Pn R”, = span{x,, . . . , xr} n 
R”,. 
(i)-(iv): By Proposition 2.5 there exists a nonnegative idempotent matrix 
P with image space span{ xi,. . . , x,}. By Proposition 2.6 and Theorem 4.2, P is 
expressible as xiy: + . . . +x,yT where y, E R”, satisfies xyyi ~8,~. n 
THEOREM 5.2. Let A be an mXn nonnegative matrix of rank r. The 
following are equivalent: 
(i) A has a nonnegative (1)-inverse. 
(ii) A is expressible as x,yr + . . + x,y,? where x1,. , . , x, are vectors in 
R’C satisfying the equivalent conditions of LemnM 5.1, and yl,. . . , y, are 
vectors in R’; satisfying similar conditions. (Then a nonnegative matrix is a 
semiinverse of A iff it can be written as a,br + . . ’ + a, b: where a, E R”, , 
b, E R'i: , xybi = Sii, and y,Tai = S,,.) 
(iii) There exist an m X m permutation matrix P and an n X n permutation 
matrix Q such that the matrix PAQT can be partitioned in the following block 
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where 11 I,‘.‘, U,,(‘,,“‘, i‘, we positiw wctors, possibly of different six, 
cl,. . , 11, WC nonnegotice mctors of the same siz, cl,, . . . , (1, ure nonnegatiw 
oectom ulso of the smw si.zc*, cd N is N nonnegatiw matrix. (Then ,V= 
2: ,v,d f.) It is understood that the Mocks v,c,~, u,cl;“, urul N may not uppeur. 
Z’rooj: (i) *(ii): By Theorem 4.2, A =x1 yi‘ + . . +~,y:, where x,, . . . , x, 
are extreme vectors of the simplicial cone Im A nR”t and yl,. . , y,, are 
extreme vectors of the simplicial cone Im AT nR”+ Clearly, the vectors 
X l,. .., X, (as well as y,,. . . , y,) satisfy the equivalent conditions of Lemma 5.1. 
Let S 1~ a nonnegative semiinverse of A. Then S has a nonnegative 
(l)-inverse, namely A. So hy Theorem 4.2, S is expressible as (I ,hi‘ 
t + (I ,I+? where (I ,,..., (1, (respectively h, ,..., b,.) are extreme vectors of 
Im S n R’: (respectively Im S’ i-i R’f ). From the geometrical properties of 
semiinverses (see, for instance, Tam [Fi2, Fact 2.1]), we see that S takes 
Im A n R”; one-bone onto Im N ii R”, , arid hence ~1 takes Im X n R’; 
one-bone Im A n R”; Thus A sends extreme vectors of Inr S n R’t to 
extreme vectors of Im A f’ R”; . Without loss of generality, assume s, = Ami 
for each i. Then, for each i, (s,yf‘+ + .~,y,!‘) (I, = x,; hence yTui = S,, for 
all i, j. Moreover, since AS=(x,yf‘+ ... +x,y,?‘)(~,@‘+ .. +o,h,“)= 
x,11: + -t- x,1$” is a nonnegative idempotent matrix, as S is a nonnegative 
(1 )-inverse of A, by Proposition 2.6 we also have x:11, = 6,/. 
(ii)-(i): By condition (iv) of Lemma 5.1, there exist vectors 1) 1, . , h, E R”f 
such that ~f’h, =a,, and vectors (I,,... , (I,. ER”+ such that y,‘;~, =cYEi. Let 
x’=cl,I?:‘+ . . +a,h~. Then 
ASA=(x,y;‘+ . . +xry,yulh:‘+ . . . fiz,h~)(x,y:‘-t . . . i-x,yf‘) 
=(x1@ + . . +x,b;“)(X, yZ’+ . . . +x,y;“) 
=xlyf‘+ “. +x,y;” 
=A. 
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Similarly, XAX=X. Hence X is a nonnegative semiinverse of A. 
(ii)*(iii): By condition (iii) of Lemma 5.1, for the family of vectors 
ri,..., xr, there exists an m X m permutation matrix P such that 
(Pxi)‘=[o ... UT ... 0 UT], lGi<r, 
where the vectors ui, ui satisfy the requirements there. Similarly, there exists 
an n X rr permutation matrix Q such that 
(Qyi)l‘=[O ... CT ... 0 d;], l<i<r , 
where the vectors ci, d i satisfy similar requirements. Thus 
PAQr =P( riy;+ . . . +x,y;)QT 
=(&)(QY,)~+ . . . +@,)(QY,)~ 
0 
= i yi [O . . . $- . . . 0 ,I;] 
ix1 . 
0 
'i 
(*) 
and can be put into the required block form. 
(iii)-(ii): Suppose there exist permutation matrices P and Q such that 
PAQT is of the required form. Since the vectors [UT 0 . . 0 UT]“,. . , [0 
uy u,‘]“ generate the cohimn space of PAQ T, it is not difficult to see that 
N=BuidT. Hence PAQ can be rewritten as in (*). Thus A=Cjz,xjylT, 
where 
q-x 0 . . . u:‘ . . . 
[ 0 UyqP, 
yf’=[O ... c,’ ... 0 d;]Q. 
Clearly the vectors x1,. . . , x, (as well as the vectors yi,. . . , y,) satisfy condi- 
tion (iii) of Lemma 5.1. n 
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It may be interesting to compare our characterization of a nomregative 
matrix having a nonnegative (1)-inverse in matrix block form with that of Jain 
and Snyder [31, Theorem 11. As can be seen, the block form given there looks 
like that for a canonical nonnegative idempotent matrix as given by Flor (see 
Theorem 2.9). However, in this case it seems somehow unsatisfactory, for the 
following reasons. First, the matrix PAQ T is usually not square. The zero 
blocks which appear in the block form do not have any natural sizes. Second, 
the matrix J (given there) can be assumed simply to be a direct ~111 of 
matrices of type (I) only. (See the definitions for matrices of types (I) and (II) 
given in [31].) The point is, after permuting rows (or columns), a matrix of 
type (II) can be expressed as a direct sum of matrices of type (I). 
Actually, if we let 
J= 
then it is not difficult to show that our matrix block form given in condition 
(iii) of Theorem 5.2 can be rewritten as 
where C, D are nonnegative matrices. 
COROLLARY 5.3 (Jain and Snyder [31, Corollary 41). For an n1Xn 
nonnegative mu&ix A of rank r, the following are equivalent: 
(i) A has a nonnegative (l)-inverse, 
(ii) A has a (1)~inverse of the form D,A’D,, where D,, D2 are nonnegative 
diagonal matrices of runk r, 
(iii) A has a monomial s&matrix of runk r, 
(iv) A has (I nonnegative rank factorization FG when F, G have nwnomial 
sulnnatrices of rank r. (Moreover, every nonnegative runk factorization of A 
has this form.) 
Proof. (i) -(ii): By condition (ii) of Theorem 5.2 A can be expressed as 
xlyT+ . ..+x.yT where x1,..., x, (respectively yl,. . , y,) are nonnegative 
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vectors satisfying the equivalent conditions of Lemma 5.1. In view of condi- 
tion (ii) of Lemma 5.1, there exist nonnegative vectors b,, . . . , 6, (respectively 
ui,. . , a,.), each of which has exactly one positive entry, satisfying xTb, =S,, 
(respectively y;‘hi =aii). From condition (ii) of Theorem 5.2, the nonnegative 
matrixa b’+ ... 1 I + a r b: obtained in this way is a semiinverse of A. Further- 
more, 
u,b:‘+ -.+a,bf 
= D,ATD,, 
where D,=a,nr+ . ..+a.~: and D,=b,br+ . ..+b.b,?’ are nonnegative 
diagonal matrices of rank r. 
(ii)-(i): Obvious. 
(i) -(iii): By condition (iii) of Theorem 5.2. 
(iii)-(i): Then there exist permutation matrices P and Q such that PAQ is 
of the form 
M * I 1 * * 
where M is an rX r monomial matrix. It is obvious that the above matrix is in 
the matrix block form of Theorem 5.2, condition (iii). So A has a nonnegative 
(1 Finverse. 
(i) =) (iv): Refer to the discussion after Theorem 4.1. n 
THEOREM 5.4. Let A be an nX n nonnegutice matrix of runk r. The 
following are equiuulent: 
(i) The group inverse A* of A exists and is nonnegative. 
(ii) A is expressible us Xlxlyr + . . . +Xrx,y,?, where X, ~0, xi, yi E RI!+, and 
for some permutation aES(r), y;f;,)x, =aii. Then 
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(iii) There exists an nXn permutation matrix P such that 
A, 0 ... 0 U, 
PAP= = 
I 
0 A2 . . . . . . . :: : . . 0 v, 
0 0 ... is’ ’ v, 
v, v, . . . v, N _ 
and the following conditions are satisfied: 
(#I 
(a) N= 2N,. j=l 
(b) Each matrix 
Ai v, 
[ 1 K N, satisfies one of the following two statements: 
(I) Ai =uiv;, where u,, vi are positive vectors of the same size; 
Vi = ui CT, V, = d i VI, and AT, = d i CT, where ci , d i are nonnegative 
vectors of the same size. 
(II) Ai has the form 
I 
0 u& 0 . . . 0 
0 0 u,& ... 0 
Ai= . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
0 0 
1 %,4 0 
where the zero blocks on 
uii, vii are positive vectors; 
0 7 . . . 21 
I II, lvtnt 
0 . . . 0 
the main diagonals are square and 
for some nonnegative vectors cii; 
y = [ d,& di2v;, . . di,,,r&] 
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for some nonnegative vectors d ii; and 
(iv) A has a nonnegative rank facto&&ion A=BG, where GB is monomial. 
(Then A*=B(GB)-‘G.) 
Proof. (i)d(ii): By Theorem 4.2 A is expressible as riz; + . . +x,zf 
where xi,..., X, are extreme vectors of the r-dimensional simplicial cone 
Im A n R”+ and zi, , , . , z, ER”l, . By Theorem 2.2, A ( Im A belongs to the 
automorphism group of Im A n R”, . So for some permutation u and some 
positive scalars h,, Axi =ho(,+r,(i). Hence zz(,,xi =Xoci) and z~(,~xi =O for 
j#i. Let yi =(l/ht)zI. Then A=Ci=,h,x,y,r with yor(i~xi =ali as required. 
(ii)-(i): It ca n b e verified directly that the nonnegative matrix 
satisfies the conditions for being the group inverse of A. 
(ii) -(iii): Obviously (ii) can be stated equivalently as: A is expressible as 
xiy; + . . +x,yT, where xi, y, ER”, , and for some permutation u E S( r ), 
if i=j, 
ionzero othemise 
For each i, l<i<r, let 
where x,~ denotes the kth component of xi, and yth has similar meaning. 
Consider the principal submatrix of A whose rows and columns are de- 
termined by the set U I= lM( i). Permute the rows and cohimns of this matrix 
simultaneously so that rows (hence also columns) which are determined by 
the same M(i) are grouped together. In view of (l), it is not difficult to see 
that the resulting matrix is in “block-monomial’ form, where each nonzero 
block is a positive square matrix of rank one. But every permutation can be 
written as a product of disjoint cycles, so after permuting simultaneously the 
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rows and columns suitably, this resulting matrix can be brought into the form 
where A, are square blocks satisfying either (I) or (II) of condition (b). Now 
we can find a permutation matrix P such that PAPT is of the form as given in 
(#) of condition (iii). 
As A is a sum of the rank-one matrices X, y:, it is easily seen that each of 
the matrices Ui,V, satisfies the requirement of the theorem. That N= 2:’ I ILVt is 
also obvious. We omit the details. 
(iii) -(ii): Fairly obvious. 
(ii)=( As in the proof of (ii) -(iii), A is expressible as x1 y:‘ + . . . + x, y:, 
where xi, yi E R’!+ and for some permutation u ES(T), (1) is satisfied. Let 
T 
YI 
B=[X, x2 ... XT], G= ‘f (2) 
Then BG is a nonnegative rank factorization of A. Moreover, 
and, in view of (l), GB is monomial. 
(iv)=,(ii): Let BG be a nonnegative rank factorization of A such that GB is 
monomial. Rewrite B and G as in (2). Then A=x,yF + . . . +tx,y;“. Further- 
more, since GB is monomial, by (3) there exists a permutation u E S(r) such 
that (1) holds. n 
REMARK 5.5. Condition (iv) of Theorem 5.4 has appeared in Berman and 
Plemmans [8]. Condition (iii) is similar to the condition in Theorem 2.5 of 
Haynsworth and Wall [23] and contains it as a special case. The characteriza- 
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tion in matrix block form given in Jain and Snyder [31, Corollary l] can also 
be derived from condition (iii) [or (ii)]. 
LEMMA 5.6. Let xl,. . . , x, E R”, . The following are equivalent: 
6) * 1,. . . , x, are mutually orthogonal nonzero vectors. 
(ii) Denote by xii the ith component of the vector xi. For each i, there 
exists ki such that xik 10 but xik =O for j#i. Furthermore, no two of the 
’ 
vectors x1,..., x, have nonzero entries at the same position. 
Px (iii) Th ere exists an nX n permutation matrix P such that the vectors 
l,. . . , Px, are partitioned conformally: 
Px, = 
Ul 
0 
0 
0 
,..., Px, = 
0 
UC 
1..‘> 
0 
O_ 
Px, = 
0 
0 
ur 
0 
where Us,..., ur are positive vectors, possibly of different size, and the last 
zero blocks may not appear. 
(iv) span{x,,...,x,}nR”, is an r-dimensional simplicial, selfdual cone 
with x1,..., x, as extreme vectors. 
Proof. The equivalences of (i), (“) n , and (iii) are obvious. The implication 
(iv)-(i) is also obvious. 
(i),(ii)d(iv): Since (ii) is satisfied, by Lemma 5.1, span{x,, . . . , xr} n R”+ is 
a simplicial cone with extreme vectors x1,. . . , x,. As the vectors x1,. . . , x, are 
mutually orthogonal, the cone span{x,, . . . , xr} n R”+ is clearly also self-dual. 
n 
A square matrix A=[aii] is called O-symmetric if aii =O implies aji =O. A 
is called weakly @symmetric if the i th row of A is zero iff the i th column of A 
is zero. A nonnegative idempotent matrix E is weakly O-symmetric iff it is 
@symmetric. The reason is, if E is weakly @symmetric, then by Theorem 2.9 
(F’lor’s characterization of nonnegative idempotent matrices), E is permuta- 
tionally similar to a matrix of the form 
J 0 
[ 1 0 0 
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where .I is a direct sum of positive rank-one idempotent matrices. Thus E is 
also O-symmetric. 
PROPOSITION 5.7. Let H he an rdimensional s&space af R”. The 
following are equivalent: 
(i) H f’ R’k is an rdinlensional simplicial selfdual cone, 
(ii) The orthogonal projection of R” onto H is nannegative (with respect to 
R’; )> 
(iii) There exists a column stochastic idempotent with imuge space II, 
’ 
(iv) ‘71 
ere exists a nonnegative ~synzrnetm’c idempotent with image space 
H 
’ (v) fi ere exists u nonnegative weakly O-symmetric idempotent with imuge 
space H. 
Proof. The equivalence of (iv) and (v) follows from the remark preceding 
the proposition. 
(i)=(ii): Assume that xr,. . . , x, are the extreme vectors of H n R’!, such 
that X:X! -Sri. Then the nomregative matrix x1x:’ + . . . +x,xf‘ is the orthogo 
nal projection of R” 011 H. 
(i)a(iii) and (i)=(iv): Assume that x1,.. ., X, are the extreme probability 
vectors of H n R”+ . Then these vectors satisfy condition (iii) of Lemma 5.6. 
Let yr,..., y, E R’: be given by 
(py,)qo I . . . ( 1 . . . 1 I . . . I 0) + . . . 
where the vectors Py,, . . . . , Py, are partitioned conformally and in the same 
way as the vectors Px,,. . . , Px,. Then the nonnegative matrix x,y: 
+ . . . +x, y;“ is a column stochastic idempotent with image space H. 
Let n,,...,nrER’b be given by 
(Pu,)?‘=[O I ... I 1 .” 1 I ... I 01, lGi<r, 
where the vectors Pu,, . . . , Pu, are partitioned conformally and in the same 
way as the vectors Px,,. . . , Px,. Then X,U: + . . . +x,u;“ is a nomregative 
@symmetric idempotent with image space H. 
(ii)-(i): Let Q denote the orthogonal projection of R” OII H. By Proposi- 
tion 2.6, Q=x, yy + . . +xryf‘ for some x,, yi ER’!+ such that y:x, =Sti. As is 
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well known, a projection is orthogonal iff it is symmetric. Thus Q=QT, i.e. 
x,y;+ ... +r,y~=y,x:‘+ . . . +y,xT. 
Since Q has a nonnegative (l>inverse (namely, itself), the representation 
of Q as a sum of r nonnegative rank-one matrices is unique, except for the 
order of its summands. Hence each riyZr is equal to some yixr. But for i # i, X, 
is orthogonal to yi. This forces xiyCr = yixr for each i. Hence each yi is a 
positive multiple of xi. So it is clear that the cone HII R”, , which is generated 
by xl,...,r,> is a simplicial, self-dual cone. 
-(i)=- (iii),-(iv): In view of Proposition 2.5, we may assume that 
H nR”, is an r-dimensional simplicial cone, which is not selfdual and is 
generated by, say, the extreme vectors xi,. . . , x,. By Lemmas 5.1 and 5.6, two 
of the vectors ri,..., x, have nonzero entries at the same position. Without 
loss of generality, assume that xik and xsk are both nonzero. Let P be any 
nonnegative idempotent with image space H. Then P=x,yr + . . . +x,yf for 
some yi,...,y,ER”, such that y,rxi =aii. It is not difficult to see that the 
conditions y,‘xi =aij imply that each vector yi has zero entry at the kth 
position. Hence the kth column of P is zero, and P cannot be column 
stochastic. Observe however that the kth row of P is nonzero, and hence P is 
also not weakly O-symmetric. n 
COROLLARY 5.8. An n X n nonnegative matrix A of rank r is idempotent 
and symmetric iff it is expressible as x1x: + . . . +x,x: where xi ER”, 
satisfying x:x i = ai i. 
Proof. The “if” part is trivial, The “only if” part follows from the proof 
of (ii)*(i) of Proposition 5.7. n 
THEOREM 5.9. Let A be an mXn nonnegative matrix of rank T. The 
following are equivalent: 
(i) A is expressible as x,yT + . . . +x,yT, where x1,. . . , x, ER’I; satisfy the 
equivalent conditions of Lemma 5.6 and yl,. . . , yr ERY+ satisfy similar 
conditions. 
(ii) There exist an m X m permutation matrix P and an n X n permutation 
matrix Q such that 
PAQT = 
T 
UlVl 0 
. . 
up; 0 
0 0 
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where u,, v, are positive vectors, possibly of different six>. It is mderstood 
thut the zero blocks may not exist. 
(iii) A has u nonnegutive Moore-Penrose inverse. 
(iv) There exists u nonnegutive semiincerse X of A such thnt AX nnrl SA 
ure both O-symmetric. 
Proof. (i)q(ii): Similar to the proof of (ii)- (iii) in Theorem 5.2; here we 
need condition (iii) of Lemma 5.6. 
(i)-(iii): It can be verified directly that the nomiegative matrix 
Y14 
+ . ..+ 
Y,X;f 
Il”J211y1112 lIx,l1211yrl12 
is the Moore-Penrose inverse of A. 
(iii)-(iv): Obvious. 
(iv)-(i): Since A has a nonrregative (l)-inverse, A is expressible as 
xiy;+ ... +~~yf where x1,. .., xr (respectively yl,.. ., y,) are the extreme 
vectors of the simplicial cone Im A n R’f (respectively Im Ar I-R’; ). Now the 
image space of A and the image space of the O-symmetric idempotent ilX are 
the same. Thus Im A n R’T = Im (AX) n R’; and by Lemma 5.6 and Proposi- 
tion 5.7, the extreme vectors xi,. . . , x, of Im A f’R’I; satisfy the equivalent 
conditions of Lemma 5.6. From the equation AXA=A, we obtain ff‘XrA’r =A’. 
Here R‘X 7‘ = ( XA )r is also a @symmetric idempotent with image space A’. 
Likewise, yr , . . . , y, satisfy the equivalent conditions of Lemma 5.6. W 
REMARK 5.10. The equivalences (ii)- (iv) and (ii)=(iii) are essentially 
contained in Jain [ZS, Corollary and Remark (l)]. 
THEOREM 5.11. Let A he an nX n nonnegative rnutrix of runk r. The 
following ure equivalent: 
(i) At is nonnegative and equuls A*. 
(ii) A is expressible us XIxnCl,xT+ . +A,x,~,~x~ where xi ER”, , ads, 
and xfxi =cY,~. Then 
(iii) There exists a permutation mutrix P such that PAP“ is u direct szm of 
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m&rices of the following three types (not necessarily all ): 
(I) uuT where u is a positive vector, 
(II) the form 
0 Up; 0 . . . 0 
0 0 u+:‘ . . . 0 
. . . . . . . . . * . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
0 0 0 ... u&l;:’ 
- Ud 4 0 0 ... 0 
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where u 1,...r ud are positive vectors, not necessarily of the same 
size, 
(III) (1 zero 7rmtrix. 
Proof. (i)=(ii): Since A’ =A*, Im AT =Im At =Im A*=Im A. Hence 
ImAnR”,=ImATnR”,, and in view of Theorem 4.3 and condition (ii) of 
Theorem 5.4, A can be expressed in the required form. 
(ii)=(i): It is easily verified that 
(ii)=(iii): Similar to the proof of Theorem 5.4, (ii)o(iii). Here we need 
the fact that the vectors xi,. . . , x, satisfy condition (iii) of Lemma 5.6. n 
REMARK 5.12. The equivalence of (i) and (iii) can be found in Jain, Goel, 
and Kwak [28, Theorem 21. 
6. GREEN’S RELATIONS ON Iv,, 
Let S denote a semigroup and let a, b E S. The relation <fl [P , j ] is defined 
on S by (1 ?ti b [a II‘ h, a j b] iff a and b generate the same principal right [left, 
twosided] ideal in S. The relation :1x is defined to be II‘ n ?ti , and the relation 
il‘?d = 9 I_’ is denoted by 9. These equivalence relations are known as the 
Green’s relations, and they play a fundamental role in the study of the 
algebraic structure of semigroups. (For details, see Clifford and Preston [15, 
Chapter 21.) 
If S contains an identity element, as in the case of N,, (the semigroup of 
nXn nonnegative matrices), the following equations define the Green’s 
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relations: 
a 9 b - u=bx, b=ay for some x, YES, 
a?b Q a=xb, b=ya for some x, YES, 
aoDb Q a%candc1_3b for some cES, 
a$b - u=x,bx2, b= y,ayz for some xl, x2, yl, y2 ES, 
a :?i b Q a93 bandaeb. 
Following the notation of Bums, Fiedler, and Haynsworth [12], we denote 
by G(A) the polyhedral cone generated by the column vectors of a.matrix A. 
Consider the matrix equation AX=B, X being nonnegative. Obviously, the 
equation says that each column of B can be expressed as a nonnegative linear 
combination of the columns of A; equivalently G(B) cG(A). So we readily 
have 
THEOREM 6.1. For A,BEN,, A%B $j= G(A)=G(B), und AI?B iff 
G(Ar)=G(B’). 
Hartfiel, Maxson, and Plemmons [22] have provided characterizations of 
the ?fi , I??, and %l relations of N,,. Evidently they were aware of the signifi- 
cance of the cones generated by the column (or row) vectors of the concerned 
matrices, because the numbers of extreme vectors of these cones do appear in 
their characterizations. However, the above simple characterizations of the 9 
and C relations do not appear in their paper. As the readers can verify, their 
characterization of the 3 relation follows readily from our Theorem 6.1. To 
illustrate the use of our characterizations of the 9 and C relations, we prove 
the following known result (Robinson [44, Theorem 51). 
PROPOSITION 6.2. Let E, be an idempotent in N,, of rank r such that there 
exist permutation matrices P and Q with the property thut 
PE,Q=” ‘. 
[ 1 0 0 
Let A be an element of N,,. Then AXE, iff 
pAQ= A1 ’ I 1 0 0 
where A, is an rX r monomial. 
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Proof IfA%EE,,thenbyTheorem6.1, G(A)=G(E,). HenceG(AQ)= 
G(A)=G(E,)=G(E,Q), and SO G(PAQ)=PG(AQ) (treat P as a linear 
operator)=PG(E,Q)=G( PE,Q). Thus PAQ Ck PE,Q. Similarly A C E, implies 
that PAQ c PE,Q. It follows that AX E, iff PAQ K PE,Q. So it is sufficient to 
prove the proposition for the case P=Q=I,,; that is, to prove that for any 
AEN,,, 
AXE,, where E, = 1, 0 
[ 1 0 0’ 
iff 
A= A, ’ 
[ 1 0 0’ 
where A, is an r X r monomial. 
“If” part: It is obvious that G(A)=G(E,) and G(AT)=G(ET). So A% E, 
and ACE,. Hence A%&,. 
“Only if” part: We first show that the last n-r columns of A= [aii] are 
zero. Assume the contrary. Then aii #O for some i, j, r+ l<j<n. It is easily 
seen that the ith row of A cannot be expressed as a nonnegative linear 
combination of the rows of E,. Hence G(Ar) gG(ET) and A FE,, which is a 
contradiction. Thus the nonzero columns of A are among its first r columns. 
Observe that the extreme vectors of the cone G( E,) are e,, . . . , e,, where ei 
denotes the vector of R” with 1 in the ith position and 0 elsewhere. But these 
are also the extreme vectors of the cone G(A) as A% E,. Hence these vectors, 
or their positive multiples, can be found among the first r columns of A. It 
follows that A is of the form 
A, 0 
[ 1 0 0 
where A i is r X T monomial. n 
THEOREM 6.3. Let A, B EN,,. A & B iff there exists a subcone K, of G( A) 
such that K, is mapped isomorphically onto G(B) under the restriction of 
some X, EN,,, and there exists a subcone K, of G( B) such that K, is mapped 
isomorphically onto G(A) under the restriction of some X, EN,,. 
Proof. “Only if” part: Suppose A $ B. Then there exist Xi, Yi EN,, (i= 
1,2) such that X,AY, =B and X,BY, =A. The equations clearly imply 
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rank A = rank B, so dim G( A)=dim G( B). The first equation says that X, 
maps the subcone G( AY,) of G(A) onto G(B). Since dimG( A)=dimG( B), 
necessarily dimG(AY,)=dimG(B). Hence the restriction of Xi maps G( AY,) 
isomorphically onto G(B). Similarly, the subcone G( BY?) of G(B) is mapped 
isomorphically onto G(A) under the restriction of X,. 
“If” part: Denote by h, the i th column of B. By assumption, mlder the 
restriction of Xi, Ii, is mapped isomorphically onto G(B). Hence for each i, 
there exists c, E K, such that Xic, = h,. Let C be the n X n matrix (c, (‘% . . 
c,, ). Then X,C=B and G(C) = K,. As K, is a subcone of G( A ), there exists 
Y, EA:, such that C=AY,. Hence X,AY, =B. Similarly there exists Yz EX~ 
such that Xz BY, = A 1. Therefore, A j B. n 
It is well known that in any semigroup, ~‘0 c j . i2ls0, if a i&lass contains a 
regular element, then every element in the same $-class is regular. For the 
semigroup ‘A:, , we have the following stronger result, which is an improve- 
ment of Corollary 1 in [22]. 
COROLLARY 6.4. Let A, BEN,,. lf A is regrrlur und A j! B, then B is 
regulur and A 4 B. 
Proof. By Theorem 6.3, there exists a matrix X E x,, under the restriction 
of which some subcone K of G(B) is mapped isomorphically onto G( A ). 
Moreover, dim G( B)=dim K =dim G( A). Since A is regular in K,, , G(A) = 
Im A n R’!+ is a simplicial cone. This, together with the inclusions G( A ) = SK 
c XG( B ) CX(Im B n R’; ) s Im A n R’\ and the fact that X 1 I,,l N is one-toone, 
imply that the cones K, G(R), and Im BnR’\ coincide and are simplicial. 
Hence by Proposition 2.8, B is regular. As A, B are both regular and A !j B, by 
Corollary 2 of [22] we have A $ B. n 
We can also supply a more direct proof of the above result: if C, I1 are 
nonnegative matrices such that their product CD contains an I‘ X r monomial 
siibmatrix, then so do C a1rc1 D; from this we can show that H contains au 
r x r monomial submatrix, where r =rank B. 
THEOREM 6.g. I,et A, AE~V,,. AL’3 I? iff there exist X,, S, EL\‘,, swh thut 
X,G( A)=G( B), X,G(B)=G( A), and X,X, 1 I,r,.1 is thr identity rnclp. 
Proof. “Only if” part: Suppose A L’ C and C<h) B, CE~V,:,,. Then X,A=C 
aIldX,C=AforsomeX,,X,rlZr,,,aIldG(C)=G(B).HenceX,G(A)=G(B), 
X,G(B)=G(A). Moreover, X,X,A=X,C=A, i.e., X,X,], ,,,,, is the identity 
map. 
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“If” part: Let X,, X,E y1 such that X,G(A)=G( R), X,G(R)= G(A), 
and X,X, IIll, A is the identity map. Clearly X, 1 I,r, :,, X, 1 I,,, n are one-to-one, 
andX,I,,,,B=(X1\I ,,,. ,)-‘.Letc,,..., c,EG(R)sllchthatX,c,=n,,l~i~n, 
where u, is the ith cohlmn of A. Denote by C the matrix [cl . . c,,]. Then 
X,C = A. As X, 1 I,,, * is one-to-one, clearly G(C)= G(B). Hence Cc% B. From 
‘~,I Ill8 R = ( XI I 1111 i\ ) ‘, we obtain ?(,A = C. Thus A I_’ C. Therefore, A c? R. n 
The example given in Hartfiel, Maxson, and Plemmons [22] can be used to 
show that the condition “there exists X, EN,, under the restriction of which 
G( A ) is mapped isomorphically onto G(B)” alone is not sufficient for A Q$ B. 
As shown in [22, Theorem 41, if A$ B then IExt G(A)I= IExt G(B)I, 
where (Ext G(A)] d enotes the number of extreme rays of the cone G(A). 
(This is also clear from the above characterization of the $ relation: for then, 
the cones G(A) and G(B) are linearly isomorphic.) In the example below we 
shall show that when A$ B. we do not necessarily have IExt G(A)\ = 
\Ext G( B)I. The construction of this example is suggested by our geometric 
characterization of the j relation. 
EXAMPLE 6.6. Consider the nonnegative matrices 
A=[; i ; i], B=[; ; ; ;]. 
It is easy to check that G(B) &G( A), (Ext G( A)( ~3, and (Ext G( B)l=4. Let 
K, be the subcone of B generated by the vectors (O,O, l,O)‘, (0, l,0,0)7‘, and 
(1,2,0,0)T, and let 
[ 1 
2 0 0 0 
C= 0 1 0 0 
0 0 10’ 
0 0 0 0 
Direct verification shows that CK, =G(A). Hence, by Theorem 6.3, A :j B. 
Indeed, we have 
1 0 0 1 
0 0 1 2 
0 0 0 0 
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L 0 0 0 
A=CB ! l 1 0 0 0 i 0 0  0 1 0’  
7. REGULAR STOCHASTIC, COLUMN STOCHASTIC, AND DOUBLY 
STOCHASTIC MATRICES 
If S is a semigroup and a is an element of S for which there exists XES 
satisfying uxu=u, then a is called a regular element of S. An n X IZ nonnega- 
tive matrix with a nonnegative (l)-inverse is clearly regular in the semigroup 
IV,. Regularity in N,, was first studied by Plemmons [39]. 
The semigroups of nX n (row) stochastic matrices, column stochastic 
matrices, and doubly stochastic matrices will be denoted respectively by S,,, 
T,, and O,,. Clearly a regular element of S,, T,,, or U,, is also regular in iv,,, 
and so they can be treated by the same method which we have used in 
Section 5 for nonnegative matrices with various kinds of nonnegative gener- 
alized inverses. To obtain slightly more general results, we shall work with 
rectangular row or column stochastic matrices. 
LEMMA 7.1. Let xi,. . . , x, ER’; sutisfying the equivulent conditions of 
Lemma 5.1. The following are equivalent: 
(i) There exists u stochastic idempotent with image space span{x,, . . . , xr}. 
(ii) e=(l,..., 1)r Espan{x, ,..., XT}. 
(iii) There exist positive scalars hi und an n X n permutation P such that 
the vectors P(X,x,),..., P( h,x,) are partitioned conformally: 
WV, )= 1.1.) P(X,x,)= 
0 
. . , P(X,x, I= 
0 
0 
1 
i --_ 
0, 
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where v~,..., v, are nonnegative vectors satisfying vlk + vzk + ’ . . + v,, = 1 
for each k, where vik denotes the k th component of vi, and may not appear. 
Proof. Since span{x,, . . . , x,} ~IEY is an r-dimensional simplicial cone 
with x1,..., x, as the extreme vectors, by Proposition 2.5 there is always a 
nonnegative idempotent E with image space span{ xi,. . . , x,}. Furthermore E 
is stochastic iff Ee = e iff e E Im E. So the equivalence (i) - (ii) is obvious. 
(ii)-(iii): By (ii), there exist scalars Ai such that h,x, + . . . +X,x, = 
CL..., 1)r. As the vectors xi,. . . , xr satisfy the equivalent conditions of Lemma 
5.1, for each i, lGi<r, there exists ki such that xik, #O, zik, =0 for iii. This 
forces each Xi to be positive. By condition (iii) of Lemma 5.1. for some 
permutation matrix P, 
P&x,)= 
Ul 
0 
0 
01 
0 
0 
ur 
0, 
where the vectors ui, vi satisfy the conditions given there. Thus 
Ul 
e=Pe= u, . 
i 0, 
i=l 
Hence each vector ui is a vector with all entries 1, and Xi= rvii = 1 for each i. 
(iii) - (ii): Obvious. n 
By Lemmas 5.6 and 7.1 and Proposition 5.7 we readily obtain 
LEMMA 7.2. Let x1 ,..., x, E R”, . The following are equivalent: 
(i) span{xr,..., x,} r’l R”, is an r-dimensional simplicial cone with extreme 
vectors x,, . . . , x,, and there exists a doubly stochastic idempotent with image 
space span{x,, . . . , x,}. 
(ii) In each of the vectors x1,., ., xI, the nonzero entries are the same, no 
two of these vectors have rwnxero entries at the same position, and there is no 
zero position common to all. 
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Using Lemma 7.2, we now give a new proof of the well-known characteri- 
zation of the maximal subgroups of D,,. The result was obtained previously by 
Schwarz [48], Farahat [18], and Wall [56]. 
PROPOSITION 7.3. Every muxinull subgroup of D,, is isomorphic to a 
finite direct product of full symmetric groups. 
Proof. Let G be a maximal subgroup of D,, with E as the identity. Let 
x1,. . . , x, be the extreme probability vectors of the simplicial cone Im En R”, . 
These vectors clearly satisfy the equivalent conditions of Lemma 7.2. Let ni 
be the number of nonzero entries in xi. Then each nonzero entry of x, is l/n,. 
Also n, + n, + . . + n, = n. Let A E 6‘. Since A is cohlmn stochastic and has a 
nonnegative group inverse, A permutes the extreme probability vectors 
Xl>...> x, among themselves. Note that n,xl +n,x, + . +n,.x, =e. As A is 
also row stochastic, 
e=Ae=n,Ax, +nzAxo + +n,Axk. 
This, together with the fact that x1,.. ., xr satisfy Lemma 7.2, forces n, = nj 
whenever Ax-, = xi. Thus A permutes those x, with the same number of 
nonzero entries among themselves. The rest of the proof is fairly obvious. n 
PROPOSITION 7.4. Let A he un m X n stochastic matrix of runk r. Then A 
has a nonnegative (1)-inverse iff A is expressible as x1 yr + . +x,y;“, where 
the vectors x1,. . , x, ER’; satisfy the equivalent conditions of Lemmu 7.1, 
and yI,. . . , y, E R”+ satisfy the equivalent conditions of Lemma 5.1. 
Proof. The “if” part obviously follows from Theorem 5.2. To prove the 
“only if” part, suppose A has a nonnegative (l)-inverse. Then A =x1 y: 
+ . . . +x,y;“, where x, ER”;, yI ER’; and both families of vectors x,, . . . , x, 
and yl,. . . , y, satisfy the equivalent conditions of Lemma 5.1. Moreover, 
x,, . . . , x, are extreme vectors of the simplicial cone Im A n R’I; Since A is 
stochastic, the vector e = (1,. . . , 1)’ EIm A. Hence any n X n nonnegative 
idempotent with the same image space as A is stochastic. As A has a 
nonnegative (l>inverse, we know there is one such idempotent. Therefore, 
the vectors x I,. . . , x, satisfy the equivalent conditions of Lemma 7.1. n 
By taking transposes, we obtain 
PROPOSITION 7.5. Let A he an m X n column stochastic matrix of rank r. 
Then A ha.s u nonnegative (l)-inverse iff A is expressible as x1 yT + . . . +x, y;“, 
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where the vectors x1,. , . , xr E R’: satisfy the equivalent conditions of Lemma 
5.1 and the vectors y,,..., y, ER”~, satisfy the equivalent conditions of 
Lemma 7.1. 
THEOREM 7.6. Let A be an mX n stochastic matrix of rank r. The 
following are equivalent: 
(i) A has a stochastic (1)-inuerse. 
(ii) Aisexpressiblein theformx,y:‘+ ..‘+x,yrT, wherex,,...,x,ER’I: 
satisfy the equivalent conditions of Lemma 7.1 and yI,. . . , y, E R”, satisfy 
the equivalent conditions of Lemma 5.6. 
(iii) There exist permutation matrices P and Q such that the matrix PAQ 
has the following block form: 
A, 0 ... 0 0 
0 A, ... 0 0 
0 . . . 0 A, 0 
U, U, . . . u, 0 
in which each A, is a positive stochastic matrix of rank 1 and U, = Di A’, , 
where D, is a nonnegative diagonal matrix, D, + . . . + D, = I, and Ai consists 
of rows of A,. 
(iv) A has a nonnegative (I)-inverse, and each column of A is either an 
extreme vector of the cone Im A n R”: = G( A) or a zero column. 
Proof. (i)=(ii): By Proposition 7.4, A is expressible as xr y: + . . . + x,yf’, 
where x~,...,x~E R’T satisfy the equivalent conditions of Lemma 7.1, and 
Yl>...> y,~ R”, are extreme vectors of the simplicial cone Im AT n R”, . As A 
has a stochastic (1)-inverse, AT has a column stochastic (1)inverse. So there 
exists a column stochastic idempotent with image space Im Ar. Therefore, by 
Proposition 5.7 and Lemma 5.6, yI, . . . , y, satisfy the equivalent conditions of 
Lemma 5.6. 
(ii)=>(i): Suppose A is expressible as xi yr + . . . + x, yg‘, where the vectors 
x,, y, satisfy the given conditions. We may assume that yl,. . . , y, are probabil- 
ity vectors. By condition (ii) of Lemma 5.1, for each i there exists ki such that 
xik, #O and xik, =O for iii. For any such k,, the k,th row of A is clearly 
x,,,yT. But A is stochastic and y, is chosen to be a probability vector, so 
‘ik , = 1. Now using Lemma 7.1, it is not difficult to see that, for some 
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permutation matrix P, 
(PxJ7‘=[0 1 ..’ ( 1 ... 11 ‘.. / 0 / $1, l<i<r ) 
where vi,. . . , v, are nonnegative vectors of the same size, say I,, i, such that, 
for each k, vlk + . . . + vrk = 1 and there exist at least two different i satisfying 
z),~ # 0. Let the number of l’s in the entries of r, be Zi. Let h E R”‘: be given 
by 
whenever X,k = 1, 
otherwise. 
Clearly each bi is a probability vector and b,?~, ~6,~. Next let a, ER’\ be 
given by 
I 
1 if yik #O, 
1 a = - tk 
r 
if yik =O for all i, 
lo otherwise. 
Again, we have, uyyi =aii. So, by condition 
+ . ’ . + a,bT is a nonnegative semiinverse of A. 
verify that this matrix is in fact stochastic. 
(ii) of Theorem 5.2, a,hT 
We leave it to the reader to 
(ii)o(iii): Similar to the proof of Theorem 5.2, (ii)a(iii). 
(ii)q(iv): Follows readily from the fact that the vectors yi,. . . , y, satisfy 
condition (iii) of Lemma 5.6. 
(iv)=(ii): As A has a nonnegative (1)-inverse, A has a “unique” represen- 
tation as a sum of r rank-one nonnegative matrices: A =x,yT + ’ . . +xry;“. 
The vectors x1,. . . , x, are the extreme vectors of the simplicial cone Im A n R”: , 
and the vectors yi, . . . , y, satisfy the equivalent conditions of Lemma 5.1. Note 
that no two of the vectors yr, . . . , y, have nonzero entries at the same position; 
otherwise, the corresponding column of A, being a sum of distinct extreme 
vectors of Im A f? R’t , would not be an extreme vector of Im A n R’f . So the 
vectors yr,. . . , yr satisfy the equivalent conditions of Lemma 5.6. n 
REMARK 7.7. The equivalence of (i)=(iii) in the above theorem can be 
found in Wall [55, Theorem 11. 
We leave it to the reader to formulate the corresponding theorem for 
column stochastic matrices. Using Theorem 7.6 and the results of Section 5, 
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we can also obtain characterizations of stochastic matrices with the stochastic 
group inverse, Moore-Penrose inverse, etc., but we omit the details. 
We now use Theorem 7.6 to study the Green’s relations on S, for regular 
elements. Wall [56] has studied the problem before. Our approach allows us 
to obtain the transparent characterization below. The readers can verify that 
Theorems 2.1 and 3.1 of Wall [56] follow readily from our results. Before 
coming to our characterization, note that for A, B ES,,, A C B in S, if A e B in 
N,. 
THEOREM 7.8. Let A, B be regular elements of S,. Then A% B in S, iff 
A% B in N,,. 
Proof. It is necessary to consider only the “if” part. Assume AGil B in N,,. 
Then ImAnR”,=G(A)=G(B)=ImBnR”,. Let xi,...,x, be the extreme 
vectors of Im A n R”, , r= rank A. Since A is regular in S,, there is a stochastic 
idempotent with image space Im A. So the vectors xi,. . ., x, satisfy the 
equivalent conditions of Lemma 7.1. Replacing X, by suitable positive multi- 
ples, if necessary, we may assume that for some permutation matrix P, 
(p,i)“=[[O 1 ... 1 1 f.. 1 / ... 1 0 1 CT], l<i<r, 
where v, are nonnegative vectors satisfying the requirements given in Lemma 
7.1, condition (iii). By Theorem 7.6, 
A=qy;+ . . . +x,yf, 
B=x,w;+ . . . +x,w~, 
where yi ,..., yr (also wi ,..., wr) satisfy the equivalent conditions of Lemma 
5.6. By our assumption on the xi and the fact that A (also B) is stochastic, 
yi,. . . , y, (also wi,. . . , w,) are probability vectors [cf. the proof of Theorem 
7.6, (ii)=(i)]. Now let a, ,..., a, ER”, be given by 
if yik#O and yi,=Ofori#k, 
if yik=O forallj, 
otherwise. 
Then a i, . . . , a r satisfy y,rai = aij, as well as the equivalent conditions of 
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Lemma 7.1. Hence by Theorem 7.6 X=CI irti:’ + . . . +(I ,w~‘ ES,,, and 
AS-(x,y:‘+ “. +x,y~)(cI,lc:‘+ “. +(I&?‘) 
= xp:‘+ . . + X,1(! 
=B 
Similarly, there exists Y E S,, such that BY = A. Therefore A $0 R in S,, . n 
COROLLARY 7.9. For regulur elements A, B of S,, , A th B (or A ~3 B) in S,, 
zffA:‘K‘B(orAL’~B)inI~~,. 
Clearly we also have the corresponding results for the Green’s relations on 
If, for regular elements. 
The characterization of the ?fl relation of S,, is still an unsettled question. 
Of course, it is equivalent to characterizing the II‘ relation of Z;,. A more 
general question is to consider the single matrix equation XB=A over the 
semigroup 21,. This problem is closely related to an old (wrong) conjecture of 
Kakutani on doubly stochastic matrices to be described below. 
Let x=(x, ,..., x,,)~, y=(yi ,..., y,,)” be vectors of R”. Denote by 
x;,...,x; the numbers x i, . . . , x,~ arranged in nonincreasing order, and let 
y;,..., y,T be defined analogously. If the relations 
y;+ . ..+y.<x;+ . ..+x.*, l<kGn, 
and yi + + y,, =x, + . +x,, are satisfied, we shall write y<x. Hardy, 
Littlewood, and Pblya [21, Theorem 461 obtained the following fundamental 
result (for further references, see Mirsky [35]): 
For r, yEB”, yxr iff y=Nx for some NED,,. 
It is straightforward to show that the relation < is reflexive and transitive. 
S. Kakutani conjectured that if A, BE D,, and As < Hs for every vector 
r~ R”, then there exists a matrix XE O,, such that A = XH. This conjecture 
was shown (Sherman [50]) to be generally incorrect for n >4, but Schreiber 
[46] proved that it is valid when B is nonsingular. Mirsky [35, Problem (vi) at 
the end] asked for a convenient condition which, in the general case, would 
ensure the existence of the required matrix X. We suggest that attention 
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should be directed to the corresponding problem for colmnn stochastic 
matrices, in view of the following: 
PROPOSITION 7.10. Let A, B be real matrices of order m Xp und n X p 
respectively. The following are equivalent: 
(i) A = NB for some m X n nonnegative matrix N. 
(ii) For each x E R’, there exists an m X n nonnegative matrix LX; such that 
Ax=1V,Bx. 
(iii) For any xER’, Bx>O implies AxaO. (Here ~20 means the vector y 
is entrywise nonnegative.) 
Proof. The implications (i) -(ii) and (ii) -(iii) are obvious. To establish 
(iii)-(i), observe that condition (i) really says that each row vector of A can 
be expressed as a nonnegative linear combination of the row vectors of B, or 
equivalently, GIG. Hence, it is sufficient to show that G(B’)* c 
G(R‘)*. (Recall that K* denotes the dual cone of K.) Let XEG(B~)*. Then 
Bx=(b;x,..., b,Tx)T 20, where bf‘ denotes the i th row vector of B. By (iii), 
this implies AxaO, so XEG(A~)*. n 
COROLLARY 7.11. For A, BE S,, A=XB for some X E S,, iff for every 
XER”, Ax=X,Bx for some X, ES,,. 
Proof. “Only if” part: Obvious. 
“If” part: By Proposition 7.10, there exists X EW, such that A=XB. Since 
A, B are stochastic, e=Ae=XBe=Xe. Therefore, XES,. n 
The example of Sherman [50] also shows that for A, BE Z;,, the condition 
“for every x ER” there exists some X, E T,, such that Ax= X, Rx ” does not 
imply the existence of some XE T,, satisfying A=XB. A relevant question is 
the following: Let A, B E T,, such that A = XB for some X Eh\, When will 
there be a matrix YE T, such that A= YB? The following is a partial answer. 
PROPOSITION 7.12. Let A, BE T, (respectively 0,). Suppose that A=XB 
for some X EN,,. If there exists a column stochastic idempotent with the sume 
image space as B (for instance, when B is regular in T,, or is nonsingular), 
then there exists YE T,, (respectively D,, ) such that A = YB. 
Proof. The assertion for the D,, case follows readily from the T,, case: if 
A,BED,andYET~suchthatA=YB,thene=Ae=YBe=YeandsoYED,. 
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Denote by H, the hyperplane {x E R” : e?;= l}. Recall that a nonnegative 
matrix ZET, iff Z(H,)cH,. We claim that X(H, nIm B)cH,. Let ~EH, n 
ImB. Then y=Bx for some vector x. Since l=ery=e“Bx=erx, ~EH,. 
Hence Xy =XBx=Ax E H,, as A E T,. Let P be a column stochastic idempo 
tent with image space Im B. Then XPE a(R”,) and XP( H,,) c X( H, n Im B) 
cH,. Moreover, (XP)B=X(PB)=XB=A. So Y=XP is the required column 
stochastic operator. n 
COROLLARY 7.13. Let A, BE T,, such that A c B in N,,. Zf each of Im A 
and Im B is the image space of an idempotent of T,, then A f B in Tn. 
COROLLARY 7.14. Let A, B be regular elements of T,,. Then A i’ B in T,, 
iffAeBinN,,. 
So we also have an alternative proof of Theorem 7.8. 
The question which is raised after Corollary 7.11 probably does not have 
any nice solution, in view of the following: 
PROPOSITION 7.15. Let B be an element of T,, which is regular in IV, but 
not in T,,. There always exists a regular element A of T,, such that A L’ B in N,,, 
but A @! B in T,,. Then there exists X E N,, such that A =XB, but there does not 
exist YET, such that A = YB. 
Proof. By Proposition 7.5 and the “dual” of Theorem 7.6, B is express- 
ible as ~iyT + . . +xry,?, where xi,. . . , x, ER”, satisfy the equivalent condi- 
tions of Lemma 5.1 but not the conditions of Lemma 5.6, and yi, . . . , y, ER’!+ 
satisfy the equivalent conditions of Lemma 7.1. We may choose xi,. . . , xr to 
be probability vectors. Let a,, . . . , a, be any probability vectors of R”, that 
satisfy the conditions of Lemma 5.6, and let A = a 1 yr + . . . + a, y:. Then A is 
regular in T,. Furthermore, A e B in N, because G( Ar)=G( BT) (both cones 
are generated by yi,. . , y,). But A g B in T,,; otherwise B is regular in T,,. 
Since A C B in N,,, there exist X, UE N,, such that A = XB and B= WA. As A is 
also regular in T,,, by Proposition 7.12 there exists VE II, such that B= VA. 
Hence there does not exist YE T,, satisfying A = YB, lest A L” B in 11, n 
EUMPLE 7.16. Let 
A= B= 
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Obviously both A, BE T4. Furthermore, both cones G(AT) and G(BT) are 
generated by the vectors (3,3,1, l)T and (O,O, 1,l)r. So A C B in N4. Observe 
that Im BnR‘!+ is the two-dimensional cone generated by the vectors 
(1, l,O,O)T and (O,O, 1, l)T. By Lemma 5.6 and Proposition 5.7, there exists a 
column idempotent with image space Im B, and by Proposition 7.12 there 
exists YE T4 such that YB=A. Indeed, we may choose 
Note that the matrix f 5 _:3 
2 2 
w=_; $ $ I: _p 2 -2 -2 2 2 -2 -2 2 
satisfies WA = B. Furthermore, W belongs to the semigroup of all 4 X 4 real 
matrices with columns sums 1. (The intersection of this semigroup with NJ 
gives T,.) Hence, we also have A e B in this semigroup. However, there does 
not exist X E T4 such that XA= B, because for any such X = ( xii), we have 
whence x not have ;;;;;;.34 =O and xss = 4, which 
0 3 i>> 
is a contradiction. So we do 
Montague and Plemmons [37] have considered the solvability of the 
system of matrix equations 
AX=B and BY=A 
where A, B are mXn real matrices and X, Y ED,. It is found that the 
equations are solvable iff A=BP for some permutation matrix P. Then 
the result is used to give the characterizations of the Green’s relations on the 
semigroup 0,. This result is clearly also equivalent to the following: the 
system of matrix equations XA = B and YB= A, where A, B are m X n real 
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matrices, has solutions X, Y in 0, iff there exists a permutation matrix P such 
that A = PB. Whereas Kakutani’s conjecture is wrong, it might be interesting 
to note that we have the following related result, which obviously extends the 
above result of Montague and Plemmons. (The short proof of Montague and 
Plemmons’s result given in Berman and Plemmons [9, Theorem 5.11 is far 
from complete.) 
PROPOSITION 7.17. Let A, t3 he mX n real matrices. Suppose that for 
each xER”, Ax+Bx and BxxAx. Then there exists an mXnl permutation 
matrix P such that A = PB. 
Proof. In the usual notation we write Ax =Bx for Ax- < Rx and Hx < As. 
By Hardy, Littlewood, and Polya’s result, the given assumption readily 
implies that for each XE R”, there exists an m X ni permutation matrix P, 
such that Ax = PrAx (see Montague and Plemmons [:37, Lemma 21); in other 
words, each component of Ax is a component of Bx with the same multiplic- 
ity, and conversely. Our contention is: the matrices A and R have the same set 
of row vectors, and the multiplicities of all row vectors in A and H are the 
same. Denote the ith row vector of A (H) by <I:’ (/of’). Choose a vector y E R” 
such that 
y@ U (span(h, -ai))l. 
IS-r. i<n 
/I, #<I, 
(The case hi = . . . =b,,, =a1 = . . .a,,, is trivial.) Obviously, b, # (1 i iff b:y # 
fry. But by assumption Ay-By, i.e. (aTy ,..., clTi,y)‘r(bry ,..., b,l;y)“. 
Hence, our contention follows readily. n 
REMARK 7.18. The reader may observe that in the above proof we need 
the elementary fact that the union of a finite number of proper subspaces of a 
linear space cannot be the linear space itself. For that matter, we can replace 
the assumption “for each XER" ” by weaker ones, for instance, by “for each 
probability vector x.” 
8. FINAL REMARKS 
(1) Following the work of Richman and Schneider [43] and Borosh, 
Hartfiel and Maxson [ 101 on the prime elements of A::,, the author [53] has 
made a study of the factorization problem in y, as well as in ?I?,,, the 
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semigroup of n X rr Boolean relation matrices, and their relationship. Here we 
are involved with again the cones associated with the concerned matrices, and 
the subspaces of ‘I’,, the Boolean space of dimension rr (for reference, see 
Plemmons [38]). 
(2) Like Kakutani, we may ask the following question for any semigroup S 
of n X n real matrices which contains the identity matrix: 
Let A, B ES, and suppose that for every ZER”, Ax=N,Bx for some 
N, E S. Does this imply the existence of some NE S such that A = NB? 
We have verified that the answer is in the affirmative if S is one of the 
following semigroups: nX 12 real matrices, N,, S,, 12 Xn real matrices with 
constant column sums 1, and nXn real matrices with constant row sums 1. 
The answer is in the negative for the semigroups T,, and 0,. 
(3) There is evidence which suggests that the geometry of the nonnega- 
tive orthant is a subject worthwhile to study. Its results are often fundamental 
to unified treatments of diverse topics. Ben-Israel [3] shows that the main 
results in the theory of linear inequalities in finitedimensional vector spaces 
follow from an elementary property of the intersections of the nonnegative 
orthant with pairs of complementary orthogonal subspaces. Saunders and 
Schneider [45] demonstrate the use of the classical Gordon-Stiemke theorem 
in combinatorial matrix theory. In this paper, based on results about sub- 
spaces which are the image spaces of different kinds of nonnegative idempo 
tents (Lemmas 5.1, 5.6, 7.1, 7.2; Propositions 2.5, 5.7), we have offered a 
unified treatment on different topics that are concerned with nonnegative 
matrices having nonnegative (1)-inverses. Our method certainly has its own 
limitations. However, for a further study of the algebraic properties of 
nonnegative matrices, the geometry of the nonnegative orthant will probably 
still play a useful role. Before we end, we pose the following problems which 
arise from our study of the Green’s relations on N,,. 
PROBLEM 1. Let A, BEN,. Suppose that under the restriction of some 
XEN,,, the cones G(A) and Im A nRT are mapped isomorphically onto the 
cones G(B) and Im BnR’!+ respectively. Does this imply A$0 B? (The 
converse is true.) 
PROBLEMS. Let H,, H, be subspaces of R” such that the cones H, n R”+ 
and H, n R’!+ are linearly isomorphic. Does there always exist some X E N,, 
which takes one cone onto the other? 
We have proved that the result is true if both cones are of dimension 
n- 1. The problem is clearly some kind of extension problem (cf. Kelley and 
Namioka [33, Theorem 3.31, a geometric version of Hahn-Banach theorem). 
Any results in that direction will probably be useful. 
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